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What is the Use Case Observatory? 

• Use Case Observatory is a research initiative led by data.europa.eu

• It focuses on the economic, governmental, social, and environmental impact
of open data.

• It runs for three years, from 2022 to 2025, during which the research team
monitors 30 cases of open data re-use and publishes its findings in regular
deliverables.

• In 2022, the first report was published, and in April 2024 the second volume
was published.
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What are the goals of the Use Case Observatory? 

• Use Case Observatory goals for data providers:

• To demonstrate economic, societal, and policymaking benefits of open data;
encourage the provision of high-quality open data

• Use Case Observatory goals for open data portal managers:

• Highlighting the reuse cases with long-term growth, and guiding strategic
interactions with developers and providers
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What are the more specific goals of the Use Case 
Observatory?

• The specific goal of ‘the observatory’ is to answer the following
research questions:

• What is the economic, governmental, social and environmental impact of 

open data for the specific reuse cases collected? 

• How important is it to keep track of such reuse cases to understand and 

foster value creation through open data in Europe? 

• What else can be learned from the analysed reuse cases to improve open 

data measurement and implementation across Europe? 
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Overview of impact dimensions (definition and 
examples)
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Impact Dimension Definition Examples

Economic
Reuse cases that foster business creation, 
entrepreneurship, and the (re)skilling of workers.

Applications aiding businesses in identifying 
profitable public procurement tenders.
Platforms helping job seekers find employment and 
professional opportunities.

Governmental
Reuse cases that enhance e-government support, 
increase government transparency, and improve 
accountability.

Tools that enhance transparency in political 
processes.
Systems facilitating more efficient and transparent 
public administration.

Social
Reuse cases that improve public health, enhance 
data literacy, foster inclusivity, and combat 
inequality.

Health monitoring applications.
Platforms promoting social integration and fighting 
societal inequalities.

Environmental
Reuse cases that provide environmentally friendly 
services and contribute to energy reduction and 
ecological preservation.

Applications for monitoring air quality.
Initiatives supporting forest preservation and other 
environmental conservation efforts.
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How did we gather information about the reuse 
cases?

• Methodology for the first volume:

• Identification of reuse cases based on the following data sources:

• Open Data Maturity (ODM) Assessment: Annual landscaping exercise providing 
examples from EU Member States, EFTA, and other European countries

• EU Datathon: Competition showcasing open data reuse across Europe

• Data.europa.eu Use Case Repository: Collected by the data.europa.eu team 
and submissions via the website's contact form 
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How did we gather information about the use cases?

• Methodology for the first volume:

• Shortlisting process and interviews:

• 150 reuse cases initially shortlisted based on criteria such as recent 
awards, impact on disadvantaged groups, alignment with European 
Commission priorities (2019-2024)

• Contacted developers via email and social media to confirm participation
• Final selection of 30 reuse cases with willing developers 
• Conduction of semi-structured interviews
• Valitation of the interview transcripts with the interviewees to be used 

for the qualitative analysis and report compilation
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How did we gather information about the use cases?

• Methodology for the second volume:

• Exploratory scan

• Desk research to verify if the initial 30 reuse cases were still active
• Outreach to the contact points of the reuse cases with a request to 

participate in the second edition of the Use Case Observatory

• Interviews

• Conduction of semi-structured interviews
• Validation of the interview transcripts with the interviewees to be used 

for the qualitative analysis and report compilation
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Economic impact dimension

Naar Jobs West-Vlaanderen (To Jobs West Flanders) (Belgium) 

Governmental impact dimension

Waar is mijn stemlokaal? (Where is my polling station?) (The Netherlands) 

Statsregnskapet.no (Norway)

Social impact dimension

UniversiDATA-Lab (Spain)

VisImE-360 (Italy)

Tangible Data (Spain)

EU Twinnings (United Kingdom) 

Open Food Facts (France) 

Integreat (Germany)

Environmental impact dimension

Digital Dryads’ application (Romania)

Air Quality in Cyprus (Cyprus)

Planttes (Spain)

Environ-Mate (Germany) 
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Lessons learned from the Use Case Observatory -
volume 2
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Impact 
Dimension

main takeaways

Economic Impact
The lesson learned here is that open data initiatives can play an important role in supporting economic ecosystems by empowering businesses with valuable 
insights, promoting innovation and contributing to overall economic resilience.

Governmental 
Impact

The lesson learned is that open data fosters trust in government by providing visibility into operations and facilitating data-driven policymaking. Governments 
can leverage open data to increase efficiency, respond to public needs and uphold accountability, ultimately leading to more effective and responsive 
governance.

Social Impact
These cases collectively highlight the transformative social impact of open data initiatives, ranging from education and accessibility to inclusivity and support 
for diverse communities.

Environmental 
Impact

The lesson learned from these environmental cases is that open data can serve as a powerful tool in bridging technology and conservation efforts. By making 
environmental data accessible and actionable, these initiatives contribute to addressing urgent environmental challenges and fostering a greater 
understanding of the interconnectedness between human activities and the natural world.



                                     

Concluding remarks

• Measuring the economic impact of open data across Europe (2022-
2025)

• Highlights:

• The paper highlights the high potential of open data reuse.
• It emphasises that many organisations and applications depend on open 

data.
• It underscores the need to unlock open data's broader impact on the 

economy, society, and the environment.
• It advocates for continued support for the reuse community to identify 

financial growth opportunities.
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What is UniversiDATA?



What is UniversiDATA?

 UniversiDATA is a comprehensive open data publishing solution specialised in 

the university sector that consists of:

1. A unique and centralised publishing platform shared by all participating

universities.

2. A proposal for a standard specification of sector-specific datasets to be published.

3. A package of value-added services, including:

▪ Automatic generation of datasets from internal university data sources.

▪ Conversion to standard/specialised formats (ie: Open Fiscal Data Package for budgets)

▪ Enrichment of datasets (tagging, geographic classification, geolocation, anonymisation, 

etc.).

▪ Integration with third-party portals.

▪ Content promotion (social networks, annual Datathon, etc.)

▪ User support (for publishers and re-users)



Foundational objectives of UniversiDATA

 Enable universities to launch a quality open data initiative

that:

1. Is effective and useful for the community of re-users (not a 

"superficial portal").

▪ Provides homogeneous data that is well-documented, at the highest

level of detail, in standard formats, with an explicit publication

schedule and support channels with response times of hours.

2. Does not require an unsustainable additional effort from the

university in the medium/long term.

▪ The university sector already has several experiences with

"superficial" and/or short-lived open data portals.

▪ The entire approach is aimed at minimising the use of internal

resources (technical, human) by the university.



UniversiDATA: Current state

 UniversiDATA was launched in December, 2020

 Currently, 6 public universities have joined the

project and are publishing their data in a harmonised

manner

 More than 1,000 data files have already been published by the participating

universities, which implies the release of millions of data points.

 More are expected to join soon.



Is DATA being re-used? Yes!

 Educational use inside and outside Spain:

 Undergraduate and Master's Theses

 Exercises and practices in big data and data science classes

 New Student Admissions:

 Decision-making process

 Student Housing Sector for Mobile Students:

 Market analysis and location intelligence

 Research

 Research papers based on UniversiDATA's datasets

 Other Universities:

 Benchmarking and institutional intelligence

 Public Administration

 Supervision and data verification

 Data Journalism

 Our own UniversiDATA-Lab initiative and very creative re-uses in our annual Datathon!



UniversiDATA: 4 Key aspects

1. Multiple publishers, but single portal and shared data 

catalog

 Heavy impact lowering reusers effort!

2. Data at highest possible detail

 Maximum data value

▪ Anonymisation processes are key to achieving this goal

3. Detailed documentation

 Everything is thoroughly documented: formats, 

content, semantics, publishing schedule, API, sample

applications, etc.

4. Practical examples of data reuse: UniversiDATA-Lab!



UniversiDATA - Lab



UniversiDATA-Lab

 It was decided that in addition to extensive documentation, the portal should

include practical examples that illustrate possible data reuse scenarios and 

demonstrate data potential value.

o Also, the best way to understand the challenges faced by re-users is... to be one of

them.

 Initially, these practical examples were static analyses of certain datasets, 

but the enormous interest they generated led to the evolution of what we

have called UniversiDATA-Lab:

o A collection of static analyses + dynamic data analysis applications consuming

UniversiDATA's datasets.

 This initiative was included in the 'Use Case Observatory' report.

o 1st year - 2023: It was just a prototyped idea.

o 2nd year - 2024: An ongoing project that already includes two dynamic applications

and four static analyses in production.



The analyses & apps





Analysis - Has the Pandemic

Reduced Travel Expenses?







How far do students have to travel

to get to class? 
An analysis of intercity commuting among
students.











Analysis of Students: Gender

Differences















Inbreeding Analysis









Retirement Forecast

















Budget Explorer





















Bonus track: 

II UniversiDATA's

Datathon



 https://www.universidata.es/datathon/

 Open for participation until september, 20th!

o 9,000€ in prizes!

https://www.universidata.es/datathon/


Thank you very much for your attention.
universidata@dimetrical.es
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How do you choose the best product?



How do you choose the best product?



M
  I

  S
  S

  I
  O

  N Enabling everyone
consumers, researchers, producers, 

governments, etc

to measure and transform
at a large scale 

the impact of food 

on our health and our planet



Our story 



3M products from 180+ countries in 

open data

Transparency becomes the 

norm!

A Wikipedia for food products
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How is the data collected and reused? 



How can data quality be guaranteed?

The community

constantly adds data and 

photos. They act as a 

veritable patrol of 

examiners.

Business rules

set up to identify errors

on product sheets. 

For example, if the sum of 

the weights of the 

ingredients is greater than 

the total weight of the 

product, there is an 

anomaly.   

Machine Learning

limits the risk of input errors. 

Our technology enables us to 

extract textual data from 

photos taken by contributors.

The Pro Platform

This portal enables producers 

to import their data in large 

volumes and correct/complete 

the community's contributions. 

To continually 
improve data quality, 
we rely on 4 levers





Choose products that are good for and the

The world's largest open food 

database at your fingertips!



A scan that truly matches

➔ From reducing your salt intake to going full vegan, it's easy to set 

your own personal preferences in the app

➔ You then get personal scores for food and alternatives

➔ The app will warn you about allergens.

➔ Privacy Preserving





Take your                           to the next level

➔ Labels, additives, ultra-processing and Nutri-Score

➔ It is child's play

➔ The information will always be displayed according to your 

preferences.



Scan almost any food to see its impact 

on the

Eco-Score - new design

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11CEIwqskirHhPc-gq8n01LcAvMtrbZaBcbkEh-e-_w4/edit#slide=id.g2c059645350_0_383




Relationship between the Pro platform and the public database

● The Pro platform is a private, dedicated space for each producer: a "mini Open Food 

Facts with just your products"

Pro platform

https://world.pro.openfoodfacts.org

Private workspace for each producer

● Data and photo import

● Product management

● Data analysis and reports

Open Food Facts

https://world.openfoodfacts.org

Public database

● 3M+ food products

● 200+ reuses

○ By mobile applications

○ By research teams 
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https://fr.pro.openfoodfacts.org/
https://fr.openfoodfacts.org/


Key infos 

Data required to calculate scores

● Nutritional information
● Product category (for precise categorisation)
● Ingredients (vegan, vegetarian, gluten-free, halal, kosher...) INCO
● Product name
● Allergens
● Quantity/volume
● Product photos

● Packaging recyclability
● Labels
● Origin of ingredients
● Specific product category

➔ The data added by the producers becomes the priority data compared with the contributors' data.

➔ “Test & Learn" approach: possibility of starting with just 1 product, 1 range, 1 category, 1 country, etc.



Take control of your public data



Up-to-date data for all re-users

As a reference database, we are proud 
to have contributed to the creation of 
over 200 projects, applications and 
websites in the food sector. 

By re-using our database, these 
projects make it accessible to a 
growing number of people around the 
world, thereby contributing to greater 
food transparency.



Open Food Facts pushes 

recommendations based on 

automatic analysis of product 

data and comparison with 

similar products on the market.

Improve the formulation of your products



A platform to drive even more data

2700+ brands
joined Open Food Facts
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Tools to track the food offer at scale, in real time

● Highly customizable
● From overviews to slice and dice

o
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https://world.openfoodfacts.org/cgi/search.pl?action=process&tagtype_0=categories&tag_contains_0=contains&tag_0=breakfast%20cereals&sort_by=unique_scans_n&page_size=20&axis_x=sugars&axis_y=fat&series_nutrition_grades=on&graph=1
https://world.openfoodfacts.org/cgi/search.pl?action=process&tagtype_0=categories&tag_contains_0=contains&tag_0=breakfast%20cereals&sort_by=unique_scans_n&page_size=20&axis_x=sugars&axis_y=fat&series_nutrition_grades=on&graph=1
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The world's largest open food database

A dedicated community

A growing database

Support for the creation of new projects 

Better informed consumers

More than 20,000 contributors have made their contribution to the project

3 million+ products in over 180 countries 

More than 300 projects re-use the work of Open Food Facts
Apps / Websites / Services / Research projects / State agencies 

3 million unique visitors every month



A growing interest from consumers worldwide
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Our impact with the Nutri-Score

Now computed worldwide on 630k 
products, using mobile crowdsourcing

Created an ecosystem 
around the Nutri-Score

Started displaying “Score 5C” on 15k 
products in 2015

Anyone can get it, 
even without manufacturer cooperation

Now available in real-life in 5 EU countries 
and under EU review

30% of French products 
have a printed Nutri-Score

Newly-launched products have a 
better nutritional profile 2021 

ScanUp 

study
98

https://www.iriworldwide.com/IRI/media/IRI-Clients/International/fr/IRI-Insights-Nutriscore-10032020_VF.pdf
https://www.iriworldwide.com/IRI/media/IRI-Clients/International/fr/IRI-Insights-Nutriscore-10032020_VF.pdf


Portugal

8% fruit 
+ Sugar and/or HFCS

Italy

12% fruit

Serbia

3% fruit 0% fruit

Reunion

Fanta across Europe
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More informative explanations for consumers

Displaying the new Nutri-Score



Teaching consumers about Nutri-Score 
changes



● World first on Open Food Facts
● Scan with Nutri-Score v2 and UPF
● Product history & search
● openfoodfacts.app 
● iPhone & Android

The Nutri-Score v2 in the app

https://world.openfoodfacts.org/open-food-facts-mobile-app


Monitor the evolution of the Nutri-Scores
https://es.openfoodfacts.org/misc/en:nutriscore-2021-b-2023-c
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Monitor the evolution of the Nutri-Scores
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the first open crowdsourced database 

of food prices

OPEN PRICES

https://prices.openfoodfacts.org/app/

$



Adding a price takes 20 

seconds



Price variations in the same city, 

on the same product, for the same supermarket chain



Join the European price 

collection !

Let’s build the European 

Nutella price index



https://dmayaux.shinyapps.io/open_prices/

https://dmayaux.shinyapps.io/open_prices/


Possible evidence:

➔ GDPR exports

➔ Shelf photos

➔ Anonymised till receipts

Evidence: the key to trust



Search-a-licious
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Beyond food

113



Q&A

Manon Corneille
Head of partnerships,

Open Food Facts

Dominique Nijssen
data.europa.eu,

Publications Office of the EU

Juan Jesús Alcolea Picazo
Director of Analytics, 

DIMETRICAL



Stay up-to-date on our activities!



Join our next webinars!



Your opinion is 
important to us
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